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Abstract. We consider a simple model of agents that have an opinion
about themselves, about the group they belong to and about the other
agents and their group. During random pair interactions, the agents
modify their opinions about themselves, about their group, about the
other agent and about her group and possibly about some other agents
and their group (if there are gossips in the model). We assume that in
the discussions, the agents do not tell directly their opinions about the
agents and themselves, but a weighted average of this opinion and their
group opinion. This aims at modelling socially expected behaviours that
take into account the group status of an agent when talking about her
(even when the agent talks about herself). Starting from neutral opinions
about groups and agents, we observe the emergence of group hierarchies
when gossips are activated in the model while there is none otherwise.
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1 Introduction

A recent model of opinion dynamics suggests that gossips have a negative effect
on the average opinion [2]. This model is in accordance with some studies [1]
that observe negative effects of gossips on group cohesion. The model can be seen
as revealing the dark side of gossips, whereas the research has until now mainly
focused on their bright side: gossips help reputation management [7,14] and help
to solve social problems such as propagating information about cheaters or about
potential partners or punishing deviations from the social norm (see a review in
[11]). Also, gossips are seen to introduce indirect altruistic behaviours because
agents are motivated to maintain a good reputation [13].

This paper builds on the model of [2] by associating each agent with a single
group and and by introducing opinions about groups in addition to the opinions
about the agents. Each agent holds an opinion (a real number between -1 and +1)
about herself, about each other agent and about each group. It is assumed that
every agent knows to which group each agent belongs. The definition of the groups
is thus independent from the network of interactions unlike in several models, for
instance in [9,10]. Indeed, in this simple model, the network is complete (every
agent interacts with all the others). During random pair interactions, each agent
modifies her opinions about both agents and both groups in the couple, under
the influence of the other, the influence being attractive. Attractive influence is
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indeed most robustly observed in social-psychology (see a discussion on this topic
in [8]).

Moreover, we assume that agents do not tell directly their opinion about
other agents, but a weighted average of their opinion with their opinion about
the group of the agent. The weighted average is defined by parameter µ which
can be seen as representing the level of formalism in the interactions. Indeed, this
parameter determines how important it is to take the group into account when
talking about an agent. For instance, in some societies, it is expected to talk
with respect about elderly people. In many languages, specific expressions and
vocabulary should be used when talking to or about members of certain groups
of the society. This can be related to the phenomenon of belief or preference
falsification due to social pressure that is implicitly present in the early threshold
model of Granovetter [11] and more explicitly in more recent research [6].

The model is designed to be as simple as possible, in order to identify clear
effects [5,4] and thus does not claim to represent realistic situations. In particular,
it assumes that all agents are initially interchangeable. This can be seen as a
neutral hypothesis, like the one proposed in ecology by Hubbell [12]. Moreover,
we suppose that initially, all the agents have a neutral opinion about all the
others and themselves and about all the groups. Our aim is to study how the
differentiation between agents and groups can take place only from the history
of random interactions.

We observe the following patterns:

– without gossips, all opinions drift to very positive values;
– with gossips, a hierarchy of the groups emerges. In the each group, the

opinions of the agents are very similar.

Therefore, the model suggests that gossips could play a major role in struc-
turing and enhancing hierarchies between groups. We propose some preliminary
explanations of these patterns which relate to two statistical biases appearing in
the model, similar to the ones observed in [2].

The following section firstly describes the model; section 3 describes the
patterns in more details and section 4 proposes some explanations to these
observations. The last section is devoted to a discussion about the relevance of
these results.

2 The model

2.1 State

The model includes Na agents and Ng groups. Each agent M (Me) belongs to
a single group G(M), has an opinion aMY about each agent Y (You) including
herself and has an opinion gMG(Y ) about agent Y ’ group and gMG(M) about her
own group G(M); the opinions are real values between -1, the worst opinion,
and +1, the best opinion. Initially, all opinions are set to 0: agents have a
neutral opinion about all the others and about all groups at the beginning of the
simulations.
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Graphically, we represent agents’ opinions as a matrix (see example on Figure
1), in which row number M , for 1 ≤M ≤ Na is the array of Na +Ng opinions
that agent M has on the other agents Y and about all groups, The column
number Y , for 1 ≤ Y ≤ Na is the opinions all agents M have about Y , and
the last Ng columns are the opinions of the agents about the groups. Positive
opinions are represented with red shades and negative opinions with blue shades.
Lighter shades are used for opinions of weak intensity (close to 0), and they get
darker as the opinion becomes more polarized towards -1 or +1.

Fig. 1. Example of opinion matrix. The opinions of an agent about the other agents
and about the groups are represented on a line of coloured squared. The opinions about
the groups (here there are two groups) are represented on the right of the vertical black
line. The red squares represent positive opinions while the blue ones represent negative
opinions. The intensity of the colours represents the strength of the opinions. In this
example, taken after only 200 times Na pair interactions, the opinions are still weak.

2.2 Dynamics

At each time step, two randomly chosen agents M and Y encounter and they
influence each other. Parameter µ (0 ≤ µ ≤ 1), representing the group prejudice
is supposed shared by all the agents. During pair interactions, agents Y do
not express their private self-opinion aY Y or their private opinion aYM about
agent M , but socially constrained opinions AY Y and AYM which are a weighted
averages of their private opinion and their opinion about the group:

AY Y = µgY G(Y ) + (1− µ)aY Y , (1)
AYM = µgY G(M) + (1− µ)aYM . (2)

When M gets the message AY Y about Y ’s self opinion, aMY her opinion
about Y , gets closer to a noisy evaluation of AY Y , by adding to it ∆aMY (t),
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defined by the following equation, in which R(δ) designates a uniformly drawn
number between −δ and δ:

∆aMY (t) = pMY (t)(AY Y (t)− aMY (t) +R(δ)), (3)

The function pMY (t) is the same as in [2] and is described a little further.
The change of opinion of M about G(Y ) the group of Y , tends also to get closer
to a noisy evaluation of AY Y :

∆gMG(Y )(t) = pMY (t)(AY Y (t)− gMG(Y )(t) +R(δ)). (4)

This reflects the idea that the opinion about a group is derived from the
opinions about its members.

Symmetrically, the changes of opinions aMM and gMG(M) are given by:

∆aMM (t) = pMY (t)(AYM (t)− aMM (t) +R(δ)), (5)
∆gMG(M)(t) = pMY (t)(AYM (t)− gMG(M)(t) +R(δ)). (6)

The function of influence pMY (t) is given by equation 7.

pMY (t) =
1

1 + exp
(
aMM (t)−aMY (t)

σ

) . (7)

The function pMY expresses the hypothesis that the more M perceives Y as
superior to herself, the more Y is influential on M.

For one encounter between M and Y , the changes of the opinions of M are:

gMG(M)(t+ 1) = gMG(M) +∆gMG(M)(t), (8)
gMG(Y )(t+ 1) = gMG(Y ) +∆gMG(Y )(t), (9)
aMM (t+ 1) = aMM (t) +∆aMM (t), (10)
aMY (t+ 1) = aMY (t) +∆aMY (t), (11)

and the changes of Y ’s opinions are performed with the same equations
(inverting Y and M).

When adding gossips, it is supposed that agent Y also talks to M about k
agents H drawn at random and modifies the opinion of M about agents H and
about their group as follows:

gMG(H)(t+ 1) = gMG(H) + pMY (t)(AY H(t)− gMG(H)(t) +R(δ)), (12)
aMH(t+ 1) = aMH(t) + pMY (t)(AY H(t)− aMH(t) +R(δ)). (13)

Similarly, agent M talks to Y about k agents drawn at random and modifies
the opinion of Y about these agents and their group, following the same equations
where Y and M are inverted.

In this paper, we limit our study to the model with the synchronous update:
at each encounter all the changes of opinions (e.g. equations 3 and 4) are first
computed and then the opinions are modified simultaneously (e.g. equation 8).

Overall, the dynamics includes four parameters:
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– σ defines the shape of the propagation function pMY ; if σ is very small, the
function is very tilted, meaning that agents are subject to high influence
from the ones who they evaluate better than themselves and they almost
completely disregard the opinions of the ones considered lower.

– δ represents the amplitude of the uniformly distributed errors that perturb
the evaluation of others’ expressed opinions. This noise stands for the inability
of an agent to directly access the opinion of another leading to errors of
interpretation. Without it, from an initialization of all opinions at zero, there
would be no opinion change at all.

– µ is the weight of the group in the expression of opinions about agents.
– k is the number of agents subject of gossips in each pair interaction.

3 Typical patterns: gossips create group hierarchies

3.1 Overview

In the region of the parameter space around σ = 0.3 and δ = 0.1 as considered
in [2], two types of patterns emerge:

– without gossips, the typical pattern shows an average opinion about each
group and about their members which is close to 1, with a strong homogeneity
within the groups. The average of the opinion about the group is very close to
the average of the opinion about its members. The group of highest average
reputation changes frequently. A typical example is shown on Figure 2, panel
(a). The result is the same with a larger number of groups and for different
values of µ.

– with gossips, the typical pattern shows a hierarchy between the groups that
may take a long time to establish, as shown on figure 3. The number of agents
subject of gossips (k) should be increased with the number of groups in order
to get a complete hierarchy. With smaller values of k, there might be several
groups with an average opinion close to 1 (not represented on the figures).

Figure 3 shows examples of typical trajectories of the average opinion about
the agents of each group (which is very close to the average opinion about the
group). On panel (a), the pattern of panel (a) of figure 2 emerges rapidly and
remains very stable. On panels (b), (c) and (d), the hierarchy of the groups
emerges progressively and tends to stabilise when the average opinions are
regularly distributed on the opinion axis.

3.2 Stability of group hierarchy emerging with gossips.

We now observe the patterns obtained with gossips over a longer period of time
(1 million times Na pair interactions). Figure 4 shows the average value of the
opinion in each of the 4 groups each 1000 times Na pair interactions, it appears
that the hierarchy can change over time and that there some groups may remain
close to each other for very long periods.
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(a) Na = 20, Ng = 2, k = 0 (b) Na = 20, Ng = 2, k = 1

(c) Na = 30, Ng = 3, k = 2 (d) Na = 40, Ng = 4, k = 3

Fig. 2. Typical patterns for µ = 0.5 (prejudice for groups), δ = 0.1 (noise) and σ = 0.3
(influence function parameter) after 200, 000×Na random pair interactions. The opinions
of an agent about the others and about the groups are represented by coloured squared
(red are positive and blue negative) on a line of the matrix. The opinions of the agent
about the groups are on the right of the black vertical line. Panel (a) without gossips.
The opinions about the agents of the two groups are positive and very similar. Panel
(b) 2 groups with gossips (k = 1). Panel (c): 3 groups with gossips (k = 2). Panel(d): 4
groups with gossips (k = 3). When there are gossips, a hierarchy between the groups is
established.

In order to better evaluate the stability of the hierarchies and the respective
positions of the different groups in the hierarchy, when µ varies, we performed the
following experiments: For µ varying from 0.1 to 0.9, by intervals of 0.1, repeat
ten times:

– run 100,000 rounds of Na pair interactions (time for establishing the first
hierarchy);

– run 1 million rounds of Na pair interactions and compute the average opinion
of the groups according to their order in the hierarchy and the average
number of position changes in the hierarchy from a given position, each
100,000 rounds of Na pair interactions;
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Typical trajectories of the average opinion for each group over 200, 000×Na

random pair interactions for µ = 0.5 (prejudice for groups), δ = 0.1 (noise) and σ = 0.3
(influence function parameter). Panel (a) without gossips. The opinions about the agents
of the two groups are positive and very similar. k is the number of agents subject of
gossips at each interaction. Panel (b) 2 groups with gossips (k = 1). Panel (c): Three
groups with gossips (k = 2). Panel(d): 4 groups with gossips (k = 3). The hierarchy
takes longer to establish when there are more groups.

– compute the average opinion about the groups over the ten replicas and the
standard deviation as well as the average number of position changes in the
hierarchy and its standard deviation.

The results of these experiments are reported on Figure 5. Several features
are noticeable:

– From µ = 0.1 to µ = 0.7, the highest group in the hierarchy is more stable
than the others and the average opinion about it is close to 1, whereas the
average opinions about the other groups is below 0. The changes of hierarchy
between the other groups are frequent;
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Fig. 4. Example of trajectories of the average opinion about each group for Na = 40,
Ng = 4, k = 3 over one million times Na random pair interactions.

– For µ = 0.8 and µ = 0.9, this tends to be the opposite, the lowest group in
the hierarchy is the most stable, with a much lower stability in general than
for low values of µ;

Moreover, when increasing parameter k, the number of agents about which
gossips take place, the hierarchies become less and less stable and beyond a
threshold of k all groups tend to collapse close to opinion -1.

4 Some explanation of the patterns

4.1 Case of a single group

We start by considering the model with a single group, thus providing the
behaviour of a group when the interactions take place only between agents of
the same group.

In this case:

– without gossips (k = 0) all the opinions rapidly increase to a value close to 1
and fluctuate around it,

– with gossips about only one agent (k = 1) the opinions of the group remain
close to each other and fluctuate on all positions of the opinion axis;

– with gossips about more than one agent (k > 1) the opinions rapidly decrease
to a value close to -1 and fluctuate around it.

Hence the negative effects of gossips observed in [2] is significantly enhanced by
the introduction of the group.

We perform the following experiment in order to evaluate the evolution of the
average self-opinion, opinion about others and about groups in the first iterations:

– For k = 0, 1, 2, 3, repeat 20 times:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 5. Panels (a), (c) and (e): average positions of the group hierarchy when µ (group
prejudice) varies. The averages computed on 1 million rounds of Na pair interactions,
the error bars corresponds to the standard deviation of the positions computed every
100,000 rounds of Na pair interactions. Panels (b), (d) and (f): average number of
position changes in the hierarchy from different positions.
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• Repeat 1000 times:
∗ initialise the model with Na = 10, Ng = 1, all opinions at 0;
∗ run 50 rounds of Na pair iterations and compute the average of self
opinions, average of opinions about others, average opinion about
groups every 10 times Na pair iterations;

– compute the average of self-opinions and opinions about others and about
groups and associated standard deviations over the 20 repetitions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Effect of gossips on average opinions about self, others and group in the first 50
times Na pair iterations for the model with a single group and Na = 10.

The results are reported on Figure 6. In all cases, the average self-opinion is
consistently higher than the average opinion about others. This feature has been
already observed in [2]. The average self-opinions are always growing in the 10
first rounds of Na pair interactions. Then, it continues to grow almost linearly
for k = 0 (no gossips, panel (a)), it remains stable for k = 1 (panel (b)) and it
decreases for k = 2 (panel (c)) and k = 3 (panel (d)). The average opinion about
others is monotonous, increasing for k = 0, stable k = 1, decreasing for k = 2
and k = 3. The average opinion about the group is almost equal to the average
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self-opinion for k = 0, and then it gets closer and closer to the average opinion
about others when k increases.

Qualitatively, it appears therefore that the increasing negative bias on the
opinion about others compensates the opinion increase due to the positive bias
on the self opinion when k = 1 and is stronger when k > 1, leading to a general
opinion decrease which is enhanced by a decrease of the opinion about the group.
Overall, compared with the model of [2], the model with a single group shows a
stronger drift to the positive opinions when there are no gossips and a stronger
drift to the negative opinions when the gossips are such that k > 1, because the
average opinion about groups tends to be more and more aligned on the average
opinion about others, as k increases.

4.2 Interactions between groups.

In order to evaluate the effect of a group on the other, we focus on the case of
two groups, and we perform the following experiments:

– For the initial opinion about group 1 (op1) varying from -0.9 to 0.9 by
intervals of 0.1, repeat 10 times:
• Repeat 1000 times:

∗ Initialise the agents opinions with:
· all the opinions about agents of group 1 and all opinions about
group 1 are initialised at op1;

· all the opinions about agents of group 2 and all opinions about
group 2 are initialised at 0.

∗ perform 100 rounds of Na random interactions between agents of
group 1 and group 2, with all opinions about agents of group 2 fixed.

∗ compute the average change of self-opinion of agents of group 1, the
average change of opinion of agents of group 1 about other agents of
group 1 and the average change of opinion of agents of group 1 about
group 1 over the 1000 repetitions;

– compute the average and standard deviation on the average opinion changes
on the 10 repetitions.

The results of these experiments in the case of two groups of 10 agents and
µ = 0.3 are reported on Figure 7, the error bars being the standard deviation
obtained on the 10 repetitions.

For k = 0 (left panel of Figure 7), the opinion of agents of group 1 about
other agents in group 1 does not change because the interactions take place only
between agents of group 1 and agents of group 2, and during these interactions,
only the opinions about other agents of group 2 could be modified (and this is
not the case because opinions about agents of group 2 are fixed). The average
change of self-opinion of agents of group 1 is positive except for an initial opinion
about group 1 close to 1, with a maximum reached for an initial opinion about
group 1 lower than 0. The average change of opinions of agents of group 1 about
group 1 shows a similar shape but is a bit lower, with a maximum reached for
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Fig. 7. Experiments on Ng = 2 groups of Na
2

= 10 agents. The horizontal axis represents
the initial opinion about agents of group 1. The graphs are the average change of opinions
of agents of group 1 about self, others in group 1, and group 1 after 100 rounds of Na

random pair interactions with group 2 about which opinions are all fixed to 0, for no
gossips (k = 0 left panel) and for gossips about two agents (k = 2 right panel). The
prejudice for group is µ = 0.3.

the same initial opinion about group 1. It is noticeable that both curves are
strictly positive for initial opinions about group 1 from -1 up to 0.5 and very
lowly negative beyond 0.5. Therefore the effect of group 2 is mainly to increase
the opinions of agents of group 1 about themselves and about group 1. This effect
reinforces the tendency of the opinions to grow because of the interactions within
the groups when there is no gossips, shown previously.

For k = 2 (right panel of Figure 7), the graphs of average change of group 1
agents’ self-opinion and of opinion about group 1 have similar shapes as when
k = 0, but they are a bit lower. The decrease of the positive effect is likely
to be due to the negative bias about others that is increased by gossips (see
[2]. The average change of the opinion about others in group 1 is almost equal
to the change of opinion about the group. The overall effect is clearly positive
from the initial opinion about group 1 at -1 to a value a bit lower than 0.5,
which implies a general tendency to increase the opinion about agents of group 1.
This effect is opposite to the tendency of opinions to decrease because of their
interactions inside group 1, shown previously, and the combination of both effects
leads average opinion about each group that can increase or decrease, depending
on which effect dominates.

Further investigations are necessary in order to explain how the highest group
can remain very stable with an opinion close to 1 in some cases (see Figure 5).
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5 Discussion

The model suggests that taking into account the group status when talking
about agents tends to increase the similarity of opinions in each group. More
importantly perhaps, the model suggests that gossips may play an important
role in the emergence of group hierarchies. Indeed, when there are no gossips,
starting from being neutral, all the opinions increase to a value close to 1. When
there are gossips, relatively stable hierarchies between the groups emerge.

The positive bias for self-opinion and the negative bias for the opinion about
others, identified in [2], seem to play a major role in the pattern emergence.
Indeed, there is a level of gossips for which the interactions within the group tend
to systematically decrease the average opinions about the agents of this group
and about the group itself. The effect of gossips is smaller on the effect of the
interactions between different groups. This effect is indeed overall to increase the
opinions about the groups, even in the presence of gossips, and it compensates
the decreasing effect of the gossips inside the groups.

These conclusions could be related to observed social dynamics. First, the
model suggests that there is an interest to direct gossips on external groups,
because it seems that there is a general positive effect on the group opinions in
doing so. This reminds the old recipe of demagogues to direct debates about alien
populations in order to gain popularity. Second, it suggests that the combination
of group identities and gossips increases the conviction about group inequalities.
This could be yet another warning about online social networks which tend to
increase dramatically the possibilities for gossiping as well as for entrenching
group identities.

These conclusions should nevertheless be more robustly established by further
studies of the model. In particular, it seems important to study the effect of group
size (and of groups of different sizes) and of more frequent interactions between
agents of the same group than between agents of different groups. Finally, the
effect of the dynamics of vanity (see [3]) on the emergence and stability of group
hierarchies would be important to study as well.
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